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US yields: Clearing up misinterpretation of current situation, pessimism about future 
In line with these words from Howard Marks, in this report we will try to “justify the current 
state of US debt (and expect more to follow)” and then try to “disagree with the excessive 
pessimism” (albeit, the author himself is not an “expert”). 
 
◆ Current US yield levels generally appropriate (short-term perspective) 
Some have described the current US bond market as “broken.” However, we think that with 
the Fed’s September FOMC’s Summary of Economic Projections (SEP) presenting a view of 
the 2.5% real policy rate “world” and providing a de facto forward guidance of “high for long,” 
we believe that current US yields are generally at levels viewed as appropriate. 
 
5yr UST yield: The current 5-year maturity consists of (1) a 5-year breakeven inflation (BEI) 

rate of 2.29% based on stable medium-term inflation expectations (2% PCE ≒ 2.3% CPI), 

which indicates confidence in the Fed, and (2) a 5-year real rate of 2.37%, reflecting the 
propagation of the real policy rate of 2.5% through the “high for long” (de facto) forward 
guidance. The current level of 4.6-4.7% for the 5-year UST yield is viewed as reasonably 
appropriate under the current constraints. If we assume a slight margin between the BEI and 
real interest rates, a 5-year UST yield increase to just over 4.9% is well within the realm of 
possibility (we currently estimate that it is a little bit hard for the yield to reach 5.0%). 
 
10yr UST yield: Currently, the 10-year UST yield is roughly around 4.5~4.6% (BEI in 
2.3~2.4% range, real interest rate around 2.2%). We should note that the 10-year UST yield 
is now slightly lower than the 5-year UST yield due to inversion of the yield curve. When the 
yield curve becomes inverted, speculators can earn positive carry + roll-down income by 
building short positions. Of course, such short positions also have some inherent risks. The 
biggest risk is a surprise Fed rate cut (= return to normal upward sloping yield curve due to 
bull steepening), but that risk is now apparently blocked by the Fed’s “high for long” forward 
guidance. If that is the case, under the current situation, shorting those maturities along the 
yield curve where the inverse yield is forming is the correct move in line with the Fed’s 
intentions. On the other hand, it would be irrational for long-term investors to go against that 
approach (at least over the short term). 
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“The act of justifying price increases up to that point (and expect more to follow) always happens when the market is high, not when it is 

low. If looking for truly useful guidance, I would look to ‘experts’ who express cautious views during bull markets and disagree with 
pessimism when the market is down.” (Howard Marks) 
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Inverted yields: Based on that discussion, if the 5-year yield were to rise significantly from 
here, the inversion of the yield curve would deepen and the 10-year yield could rise 
significantly as well, on increased shorting of the 10-year UST. That said, as the current 3-
year yield is just over 4.8%, taking this level as a given, the hurdle for the 5-year yield to 

top 4.9% is high (→①return to normal yield curve, ②slight overshoot due to BEI + real 

interest rate). Therefore, in order for the 5-year UST yield to rise significantly from its 
current level, we expect that the 3-year UST yield would also need to rise significantly. 
That said, the current 2-year UST yield is 5.06%, so the hurdle for the 3-year UST yield to 
rise well above 5% is daunting. In other words, for the 3-year UST yield to significantly rise 
from its current level, the 2-year UST yield would also need to rise significantly. However, 
the Fed’s SEP forecasts an end-2024 FF rate of 5.125%, so the hurdle is still high for the 
2-year UST yield to move well above 5.2% under the current constraints. If we consider 
such a sequence, the current 10-year UST yield is appropriate for the most part and even if 
there is naturally room for another increase of just over 20bp, our current forecast is that a 
5% 10-year UST yield is still unlikely. 
 
US Treasury Yield Curve (%) 

 
Source: Bloomberg; compiled by Daiwa Securities. 

 
Real policy rate: Of course, if the Fed were to present the view of a 2~3% real policy rate 
“world,” naturally, the 10-year UST yield could rise to a cruising level above 5%. For 
example, if the Fed does not raise interest rates further this year (such as in the December 
SEP), but presents a dot plot that suggests no rate cut in 2024 or just one more rate hike in 
2024, the real policy rate could be raised another notch. In light of the recent conditions in 
which yields rose immediately and sharply, reflecting the 2.5% real policy rate indicated at 
the September FOMC meeting, the real interest rate still depends on the Fed’s intentions, 
which will be determined by future data. We cannot yet conclude that upside for yields is 
limited going forward. 
 
◆ Disagree with excessive pessimism 
However, we must be wary of spreading pessimism and focusing solely on bad news at a 
time when the market is nearing a bottom (risk is something that can always be found if we 
look for it). Indeed, Howard Marks said, “Fear is overdone concern that prevents investors 
from taking constructive action when they should.” In the following section, we want to 
dispute the view that yields will continue to rise significantly. 
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Real policy rate path: Currently, the market’s view of the 2.5% real policy rate “world” is 
spreading across the yield curve. While the propagation of the real policy rate through the 
“high for long” de facto forward guidance is generally appropriate, we should not overlook 
that the current market is downplaying the trajectory of the real policy rate indicated by the 
Fed’s dot plot. 
 
The real policy rates (end-year FF rate – core PCE) as indicated by SEP are 2.5% for 
2024, 1.6% for 2025, 0.9% for 2026, and 0.5% for the longer run. Even if the 0.9% rate for 
2026 is extended and applied to 2027 and beyond to avoid awkward discussions about the 
longer run FF rate, the real policy rate would still be 1.36% on a simple average over the 
next five years and 1.11% on a 10-year average, a downward deviation of more than 1% 
from the current real rate level observed in the market. If we are confident in the real policy 
rate path indicated by the Fed’s SEP, a “significant decline” for the 10-year UST yield could 
be expected from a slightly longer perspective. If shorting among speculators increases 
and the yield curve approaches a flat (horizontal) shape, that could provide investors with a 
good opportunity to enter the market from a long-term perspective. 
 
7% corporate bond yield: Government bonds yields serve as the foundation of fund 
procurement in the private sector. As such, any base rise will push up corporate bond 
yields. What is the highest corporate bond yield level that can be tolerated? 
 
Looking at past Baa-rated 10-year corporate bond yields, those yields peaked at 6.6% in 
Oct-Nov 2022, when the market reached a climax (230bp corporate bond spread). Also, 
except for during the fallout from the global financial crisis triggered by the collapse of 
Lehman Brothers, when corporate bond spreads were exploding, the highest recent 
corporate bond yields were 6.8-6.9% just before the global financial crisis (10-year UST 
yield of more than 5% + corporate bond spreads in 100bp range). From these examples, it 
appears that a corporate bond yield of roughly 7% is one guide. 
 
Baa-rated 10yr US Corporate Bond Spread (vertical axis), S&P500 Index (horizontal axis) 

  
Source: Bloomberg; compiled by Daiwa Securities. 
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The current yield on Baa-rated 10-year corporate bonds is roughly 6.3-6.4%. As corporate 
bond spreads fell to around 170bp in 1H FY23, mainly due to rising expectations that the 
US economy will make a soft landing, corporate bond yields are currently lower than in 
Oct-Nov of last year, despite the significant rise for the 10-year US Treasury yield. Given 
this tight current spread, a backward calculation of the 10-year US Treasury yield at which 
corporate bond yields would reach the same level as in Oct-Nov of last year would be 
roughly 4.8-4.9%, and the level in line with the peak just before the global financial crisis 
would be 5.1-5.2% (+0.2-0.3% and 0.5-0.6% from current level, respectively). 
 
Note that the above points assume the continuation of the current corporate bond spread 
of 170bp (nearing lowest level for this century), but the assumption that the current tight 
spread will continue is somewhat aggressive. Corporate bond spreads tend to widen (in a 
nonlinear fashion) during periods of falling stock prices. The spread between the S&P 500 
and the 10-year US Baa since the pandemic is roughly 210bp when the S&P 500 is at 
roughly 4,000, 250bp when it is at around 3,500, and 300bp when it is at about 3,000 (see 
chart provided below).  
 
Baa-rated 10yr US Corporate Bond Spread (vertical axis), S&P500 Index (horizontal axis) 

 
Source: Bloomberg; compiled by Daiwa Securities. 

 
This means that, assuming the current 10-year UST yield of 4.6%, corporate bond yields 
will approach the level of last October when the S&P 500 approached the 4,000 level, and 
corporate bond yields will surpass 7% when approaching the 3,500 level (level before 
global financial crisis was around 3,700-3,800). Since the actual corporate bond yields are 
determined by two factors—increase in the base interest rate and a widening of the 
corporate bond spread—if the 10-year UST yield rises significantly from the current level of 
around 4.6% in the future, we calculate that a more modest widening of the corporate bond 
spread will be required to reach such corporate bond yield levels. 

 
If the 10-year UST yield were to rise to 5%, it would only take a normalization of corporate 
bond spreads to around 200bp below the average level at normal times to bring corporate 
bond yields to the milestone of 7%. With such a pattern, if the Fed fails to quickly withdraw 
its “high for long” forward guidance, a risk-adverse market would likely gain real traction. 
Whether it is the withdrawal of the “high for long” forward guidance or the realization of a 
hard landing due to higher corporate bond yields, the 10-year UST yield is expected to 
decline in the case of either pattern. 
 
It would be ironic if the Fed’s high growth forecast of 1.5% for 2024, which is a decisive 
soft landing in the September FOMC SEP, and the aggressive dots that are based on this 
forecast, conversely raise concerns about a hard landing. 
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IMPORTANT 

 

This report is provided as a reference for making investment decisions and is not intended to be a solicitation for investment. Investment decisions should be 

made at your own discretion and risk. Content herein is based on information available at the time the report was prepared and may be amended or otherwise 

changed in the future without notice. We make no representations as to the accuracy or completeness. Daiwa Securities Co. Ltd. retains all rights related to the 

content of this report, which may not be redistributed or otherwise transmitted without prior consent.  

 

Ratings 

Issues are rated 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 as follows: 

1: Outperform TOPIX/benchmark index by more than 15% over the next 12 months. 

2: Outperform TOPIX/benchmark index by 5-15% over the next 12 months. 

3: Out/underperform TOPIX/benchmark index by less than 5% over the next 12 months. 

4: Underperform TOPIX/benchmark index by 5-15% over the next 12 months. 

5: Underperform TOPIX/benchmark index by more than 15% over the next 12 months. 

 

Benchmark index: TOPIX for Japan, S&P 500 for US, STOXX Europe 600 for Europe, HSI for Hong Kong, STI for Singapore, KOSPI for Korea, TWII for 

Taiwan, and S&P/ASX 200 for Australia. 

 

Target Prices 

Daiwa Securities Co. Ltd. sets target prices based on its analysts’ earnings estimates for subject companies. Risks to target prices include, but are not limited 

to, unexpected significant changes in subject companies’ earnings trends and the macroeconomic environment. 

 

Disclosures related to Daiwa Securities 

Please refer to https://lzone.daiwa.co.jp/l-zone/disclaimer/e_disclaimer.pdf for information on conflicts of interest for Daiwa Securities, securities held by 

Daiwa Securities, companies for which Daiwa Securities or foreign affiliates of Daiwa Securities Group have acted as a lead underwriter, and other disclosures 

concerning individual companies. If you need more information on this matter, please contact the Research Production Department of Daiwa Securities. 

 

Explanatory Document of Unregistered Credit Ratings 

This report may use credit ratings assigned by rating agencies that are not registered with Japan’s Financial Services Agency pursuant to Article 66, Paragraph 

27 of the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act. Please review the relevant disclaimer regarding credit ratings issued by such agencies at:  

https://lzone.daiwa.co.jp/l-zone/disclaimer/creditratings.pdf. If you need more information on this matter, please contact the Research Production Department 

of Daiwa Securities. 

 

 

Notification items pursuant to Article 37 of the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law 

(This Notification is only applicable to where report is distributed by Daiwa Securities Co. Ltd.)    

If you decide to enter into a business arrangement with our company based on the information described in this report, we ask you to pay close attention to the 

following items.  

 

▪ In addition to the purchase price of a financial instrument, our company will collect a trading commission* for each transaction as agreed beforehand with 

you. Since commissions may be included in the purchase price or may not be charged for certain transactions, we recommend that you confirm the 

commission for each transaction. In some cases, our company also may charge a maximum of ¥2 million per year as a standing proxy fee for our deposit of 

your securities, if you are a non-resident.  

▪ For derivative and margin transactions etc., our company may require collateral or margin requirements in accordance with an agreement made beforehand 

with you. Ordinarily in such cases, the amount of the transaction will be in excess of the required collateral or margin requirements**.  

▪ There is a risk that you will incur losses on your transactions due to changes in the market price of financial instruments based on fluctuations in interest 

rates, exchange rates, stock prices, real estate prices, commodity prices, and others. In addition, depending on the content of the transaction, the loss could 

exceed the amount of the collateral or margin requirements.  

▪ There may be a difference between bid price etc. and ask price etc. of OTC derivatives handled by our company.  

▪ Before engaging in any trading, please thoroughly confirm accounting and tax treatments regarding your trading in financial instruments with such experts as 

certified public accountants.  

 

* The amount of the trading commission cannot be stated here in advance because it will be determined between our company and you based on current 

market conditions and the content of each transaction etc. 

** The ratio of margin requirements etc. to the amount of the transaction cannot be stated here in advance because it will be determined between our company 

and you based on current market conditions and the content of each transaction etc.  

 

When making an actual transaction, please be sure to carefully read the materials presented to you prior to the execution of agreement, and to take 

responsibility for your own decisions regarding the signing of the agreement with our company. 
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